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Arpeggios 6
Five New Brilliant Virtuoso Pieces for Violin with Piano Accompaniment

BY

OVIDE MUSIN

Composer of the celebrated Mazurka de Concert, "Night ingale" and other brilliant pieces. Also the Belgian School of Violin playing in 4 books

1. **Mexicana** (Mexican Dance)
   Original - Characteristic - Staccato - Arpeggio - Spirited Finale
   by OVIDE MUSIN Op. 33

2. **Mignonette**
   Extract from Vieuxtemps Concert Etude.
   Introduction, Cadenzas with Valse lente strain and piano accompaniment
   by OVIDE MUSIN

3. **Caprice in D**
   Extract from Fiorillos Caprice
   Moto Perpetuo strain, Variety of bowings, Very effective and piano accompaniment
   by OVIDE MUSIN

4. **Funeral March of Fiorillo**
   Solo for the G string only. Large style and piano accompaniment with
   toll effect
   by OVIDE MUSIN

5. **Arpeggios**
   Introduction Cadenza displaying the full resources of the bow and piz- 
   zicati arranged for Violin ALONE
   by OVIDE MUSIN

   each 60 cents net
   Five in one order 2.50

Also Mexicana Paraphrase for piano by Eugenio Pirani